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ABSTRACT

Segmentally assembled bridges are increasingly finding engineering applications in recent years due to their
unique advantages, especially as urban viaducts. Vehicle loads are one of the most important variable loads acting
on bridge structures. Accordingly, the influence of overloaded vehicles on existing assembled bridge structures is
an urgent concern at present. This paper establishes the finite element model of the segmentally assembled bridge
based on ABAQUS software and analyzes the influence of vehicle overload on an assembled girder bridge struc-
ture. First, a finite element model corresponding to the target bridge is established based on ABAQUS software,
and the load is controlled to simulate vehicle movement in each area of the traveling zone at different times. Sec-
ond, the key cross-sections of segmental girder bridges are monitored in real time based on the force character-
istics of continuous girder bridges, and they are compared with the simulation results. Finally, a material damage
ontology model is introduced, and the structural damage caused by different overloading rates is compared and
analyzed. Results show that the finite element modeling method is accurate by comparing with on-site measured
data, and it is suitable for the numerical simulation of segmental girder bridges; Dynamic sensors installed at 1/4L,
1/2L, and 3/4L of the segmental girder main beams could be used to identify the dynamic response of segmental
girder bridges; The bottom plate of the segmental girder bridge is mostly damaged at the position where the
length of the precast beam section changes and the midspan position. With the increase in load, damage in
the direction of the bridge develops faster than that in the direction of the transverse bridge. The findings of this
study can guide maintenance departments in the management and maintenance of bridges and vehicles.
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1 Introduction

The transport industry has boomed with the rapid development of China’s economy. Bridges are an
important part of the transport lifeline, and the volume of traffic in urban bridges is increasing. Naturally,
such bridge structures suffer damage [1] and have defects [2]. With the increase in service life, the bridge
structure gradually deteriorates and the bearing capacity decreases, which may eventually lead to major
collapse and other accidents [3]. According to data reports, China has built millions of bridges to date,
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more than one-tenth of which are at risk due to many large and medium-sized trucks choosing to overload to
reduce the cost of transport. This imposes excessive loads on the bridge, which results in steel reinforcement
corrosion and concrete cracking, among other problems. This increases the repair and maintenance costs as
well as the costs of later projects [4,5].

A segmental prefabricated assembled girder bridge divides the main girder into several segmental
components along the longitudinal direction. It is prefabricated and matched in the factory then
assembled and installed at the site. Finally, the bridge structure is completed by tensioning the
prestressing tendons. This method has emerged as one of the important forms of industrialized bridge
construction due to its high construction efficiency, controllable quality, wide span adaptability, and
economy and environment-friendliness [6,7]. With the continuous development of segmental
prefabricated assembled girder bridges in recent years, different countries have successively issued
corresponding technical standards and specification provisions, including the United States, Germany,
Spain, Japan, and China. Due to the discontinuity of the joints of segmental assembled bridges and the
nonbonding characteristics of external prestressing beams, their mechanical properties are more
complicated than those of integral girder bridges [8,9].

Comparing the changes in the structural parameters of a bridge during vehicle movement reveals the
impact of overloaded vehicles on bridge structures, which include modal parameters [10,11], strain
[12,13], deflection [14], and stiffness [15]. Li et al. [16] used the strain data from a structural health
monitoring system installed on a bridge and the wavelet transform to identify the abnormal signals caused
by overloaded vehicles crossing the bridge. Cury et al. [17], through long-term monitoring of modal
frequencies of bridge vibration and temperature, developed a neural network-based model to quantify the
relationship between temperature and modal parameters and used it to monitor and evaluate the effects of
overloaded vehicles on the stiffness changes of box girder bridges before and after reinforcement. Li
et al. [18] developed a method for evaluating the fatigue of a reinforced concrete girder bridge connection
structure based on the linear cumulative damage criterion and considered the differences in the effects of
overload models on the fatigue life of bridge members by calculating the fatigue damage. Nguyen et al.
[19] repeated static load tests using a portion of a real girder, followed by the application of gradual
artificial damage. Load–deflection curves were then obtained using numerous displacement transducers to
effectively evaluate the actual response of overloaded vehicles on bridges. Liu et al. [20] used the rigid
beam method to calculate the axle weight distribution of statistical vehicles, derive the relationship
between the vehicle overload rate and fatigue damage of simply supported girder bridges, and propose a
method for calculating the fatigue damage of simply supported girder bridges under the action of
overloaded vehicles. Aloisio et al. [21] proposed the use of an instrument vehicle with a swinging
pendulum and a laser sensor to evaluate the actual response of a concrete bridge under overload. This
involved analyzing the correlation function between the displacement response of a single pendulum and
a numerical simulation through the excitation effect between road roughness and a moving load. Zhao
[22] established a model of the hypothetical interaction between a girder bridge and a vehicle by
considering the influence of a moving overloaded vehicle on the vibration response of simply supported
girder bridges. They then identified the coefficient response relationship under different truck overload
conditions through a dynamic response analysis of the deflection between spans.

In summary, while the current research has focused on the simple supported beam bridge and continuous
beam bridge, a systematic analysis of the overload in segment-beam bridge is still lacking. Likewise, the
conventional methods of bridge overload evaluation are costly in terms of material resources and
manpower, and defects that cannot be quickly detected and evaluated persist.

To solve these problems, a segmental viaduct project is selected to study the effect of vehicle overload on
the structure of segmentally assembled bridges through ABAQUS software. First, a typical segmental girder
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bridge is selected to establish the corresponding finite element model, and the traveling zones on the bridge
model are divided according to the actual parameters of the vehicle. Second, the key sections of the target
bridge are monitored in real time, and the dynamic strain response values under vehicle loading are
analyzed and compared with the simulation results. Finally, the material damage principal model is
introduced. The structural damage effects of overloaded vehicles at different overloading rates on the
bridge are discussed based on the finite element model to derive the load limit indexes that minimize the
damage to the bridge and the damage extension law of the bridge base plate.

2 Introduction to the Case Model

2.1 Target Bridges
A typical one-link segmental assembled bridge was selected as the target bridge, as shown in Fig. 1. The

bridge is a three-span continuous girder, and both the side and middle spans are 43 m long. The bridge has a
design load rating of City-A, and the link is made of prestressed concrete with a uniform cross-section. The
bridge is a single-box single-compartment segmental assembled girder bridge, and the layout is shown in
Fig. 2. The section of the main girder middle pier and side pier top 0 block is cast-in-place, and the
middle span and side span are composed of 14 precast blocks made of C60 concrete precast. Moreover,
the length of the suspended prefabricated assembled section is 2.9 and 2.4 m, for the middle and side
spans, respectively. Notably, 15 cm wet joints are set between the top of the pier No. 0 block and the
prefabricated section, and the same grade of concrete is used for cast-in-place in the midspan closing
section. The main girder adopts a single box and single chamber prestressed concrete box girder with an
inclined web positioned at the same beam height. The top slab has a 2% unidirectional slope, the width
of the single box girder is 16.5 m, width of the bottom slab is 2.8 m, length of the overhanging hip is
4.0 m, and height of the box girder is 2.2 m. Meanwhile, the box girder adopts a longitudinal and
transversal bi-directional prestressing system, and the design in the longitudinal direction is based on full
prestressing. Similarly, the transversal direction design was based on class B prestressing. Finally, the
joints are made of epoxy resin and close-coated key teeth.

Figure 1: General layout (unit: m)

Figure 2: 1/2 span cross-sectional arrangement (unit: mm)
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2.2 Simulation of Key Components and Materials
The finite element model of the whole segmental assembled girder bridge for the target bridge in Section

2.1 was established using ABAQUS software. The main girder and prestressed tendon were modeled using
C3D8R and T3D2 elements, respectively [23]. Structured meshing was adopted for the mesh type, but the
complexity of the finite element model prevents it from being directly meshed. Therefore, some irregular
areas of the model were divided using a partition tool, and grid division was performed to obtain a better
grid. Ultimately, a total of 301820 nodes were set up in the whole bridge, and 204635 units were divided.
The finite element mesh model of the local box girder is shown in Fig. 3.

The prestressing force was applied via the cooling method; specifically, the relevant temperature field
changes in the model were applied to the prestressing tendons such that they contract to form temperature
stresses when cooled [24], as shown in Eq. (1).

DT ¼ rC=Ea (1)

where, rC is the magnitude of stress in the prestressing strand,

DT is temperature difference,

a is linear expansion coefficient.

The location of the glued joints was modeled by applying a locally cohesive finite element method with
finite interface thickness [25]. To simulate the gluing behavior between beam segments, the cohesive unit
was individually placed on the connecting surfaces of each prefabricated segment for a minute length,
considering the corresponding epoxy resin material properties. The thickness of the cohesive unit in this
paper was selected as 1 mm based on the relevant target bridge design data, and the remaining material
parameters are listed in Tables 1–3.

2.3 Interaction of Prestressing Tendons with Concrete
Considering the convergence of the calculation and the calculation efficiency, the embedded unit

technique in the interaction module of ABAQUS was used to simulate the interaction between
prestressing tendons and concrete, as shown in Fig. 4 [26]. This study used the embedded unit technique

Figure 3: Local box girder finite element mesh model

Table 1: Concrete material characteristics

Material
type

Modulus of
elasticity/MPa

Poisson’s
ratio

Weight capacity/
kN*m−3

Compressive
strength/MPa

Tensile
strength/MPa

C60 3.6*104 0.2 26.5 27.5 2.04
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to simulate the interaction between prestressing tendons and concrete. The prestressing tendon truss units of
the whole system were combined into one set, namely the embedded region, with the concrete units of the
girder serving as the main region. When embedded interaction is adopted, the program automatically
searches for the geometrical relationship between the steel truss unit and the concrete unit. Additionally,
the steel truss unit, as a built-in embedded unit, is constrained by its advective degree of freedom to
become an embedded node. The translational degrees of freedom of the steel joist unit as a built-in
embedded unit were constrained and became an embedded node. The translational degrees of freedom of
the steel joist unit were obtained by interpolating the degrees of freedom of the corresponding body unit
in the body region.

Table 2: Material properties of steel strand

Material
type

Modulus of
elasticity/MPa

Compressive
strength/MPa

Tension control
stress/MPa

Coefficient of thermal
expansion/°C−1

Weight
capacity/
kN*m−3

Prestressed
bar

1.95*104 1860.0 1395.0 (1305.0) 27.5 78.5

Table 3: Performance index of segmental assembly epoxy resin adhesive

Colloidal properties Tensile strength (MPa) 40.0

Tensile modulus of elasticity (MPa) 3200.0

Flexural strength (MPa) 50.0

Compressive strength (MPa) 80.0

Elongation (%) 1.5

Bonding ability Steel-steel T impact stripping capacity (mm) 20.0

Standard value of steel-steel tensile shear strength (MPa) 15.0

Positive tensile bond strength of steel as base material (MPa) 15.0

Tensile bond strength to concrete (MPa) 2.5

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of prestressed reinforcement built into concrete
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2.4 Boundary Conditions
The segmental assembled beam section in this study belongs to the structure of three spans and one link,

so the part of the bottom surface of the No. 0 cast-in-place block in the middle span in contact with the pier
was consolidated. Accordingly, the full constraint was executed; that is, the degrees of freedom in each
direction of the region were constrained to simulate the actual situation. The remaining supports were
configured as one-way movable supports, which constrain the displacement in the x and y direction and
the rotation in the x and z direction [27]. Fig. 5 shows the three-dimensional model of the whole bridge.

2.5 Vehicle Loads
First, based on the specification of highway bridges, a four-lane driving band was established on the

bridge model along the direction of vehicle driving as the driving path of the vehicle. Additionally, the
driving band was equally divided into numerous small rectangles according to the longitudinal tire sizes,
with each rectangle being equal to the tire sizes, as shown in Fig. 6. Second, each tire of the heavy
vehicle, as a circular load, was equivalent to a rectangular load distributed on the driving band.
Considering the driving effect of the vehicle, the vehicle load was treated as moving a rectangular unit
distance in the driving direction after each incremental step in time length.

Taking a heavy truck weighing 300 kN as an example, the load of each tire of the heavy truck was first
distributed in a rectangular area. At the end of each incremental step, these loads move forward by a

Figure 5: Finite element model of segment-assembled bridge

Figure 6: Four-lane driving band diagram
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rectangular distance, simulating the driving effect of the vehicle, as shown in Fig. 7. In this example, the total
length of the bridge was 129 m, and the tire dimensions were 0.3 m × 0.2 m. The initial speed of the vehicle
was 15 m/s. According to the longitudinal tire size of the vehicle, the driving band was divided into
645 rectangular areas, and the time required for the wheels to pass through each rectangular area was
related to the speed of the vehicle, which is 0.013 s. That is, the analytical step length of each load
moving one unit along the direction of travel was 0.013 m. Therefore, the total analysis step time after
passing through the whole bridge was 8.6 s.

Generally, the moving load of a car can be reduced to a uniformly moving concentrated load [27]. In this
paper, the movement of the vehicle on the model was realized through the DLOAD interface using
ABAQUS. Simultaneously, according to the specific vehicle parameters, the subroutine’s internal function
time, traveling speed V, and vehicle load F were written and adjusted using the Fortran language to
realize the various forms of the vehicle’s load action [28].

3 Experimental Verifications

3.1 Sensor Deployment
The reasonableness of the model in this paper was verified by monitoring the target bridge under on-site

vehicle loads. The target bridge in this study had 12 glued joints per span and 36 joints in the whole bridge.
As studying each joint would be tedious, only the critical cross-section was considered. According to the
stress characteristics of continuous girder bridges, the maximum positive moment and maximum vertical
displacement are generated midspan in this bridge section, and the maximum negative moment and shear
stress are generated near the pivot of the main pier. Therefore, considering the site environment and other
factors, a total of five sections in the 1/2 gider section, 1/4 girder section, and 1/8 girder section adjacent
to the joints were selected as monitoring and control sections.

Because the traveling direction of the target bridge is from south to north, the strain gauges at the south
and north sections of the bridge were designated as the head and tail end, respectively. The five control
sections along the direction of the vehicle were labeled A–E in turn, and six strain measurement points
ere arranged in each section. Fig. 8 depicts the layout of the strain measurement point of the midspan
section, and the strain measurement points and naming methods of the other cross-sections are consistent
with the layout form of the midspan cross-section.

Figure 7: Load movement diagram

Figure 8: 1/2 span section (C-section) strain measuring point layout diagram
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Strain monitoring was conducted for the control section of the selected bridge, and the strain monitoring
was measured using a resistance strain gauge sensor. The relevant parameters of the sensor are listed in
Table 4.

Because the on-site monitoring data did not correspond to the actual operation in real time, an outdoor
camera was installed at a suitable location on the viaduct of the expressway at the site (Fig. 9). Table 5 lists
the related camera parameters. Considering the direction of traffic on the bridge, the outdoor camera was
placed on the street light pole at the north end of the viaduct facing south for a better monitoring effect
(Fig. 10). Using the monitoring results, statistical analyses were performed to compare the actual vehicle
operation at the site, thus improving the accuracy of the analysis.

3.2 Selection of Field Monitoring Data
To process the strain data from the field test in a targeted manner, a statistical analysis of the traffic

volume during the field test is first required. The total traffic volume for one month was selected for
statistical analysis, and the statistics of the monthly average daily traffic volume are shown in Fig. 11.

Table 4: Sensor parameter

Model number 120–50 AA

Resistance 120 ± 0.5 Ω

Sensitivity coefficient 2.11 ± 1%

Strain limit 20000 um/m

Operating temperature −20°C~80°C

Figure 9: Outdoor camera

Table 5: Camera parameter

Resolution 1080P

Rotation angle Level 340°, vertical 80°

Night vision distance 15~20 m, clear night picture

Networking mode 4G networking/wired networking

Storage mode SD card/cloud storage
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The daily maximum hourly traffic volumes were largely recorded in the morning and evening peaks,
whereas the traffic volume in the evening was smaller. However, the monitoring records revealed that
(Fig. 10) the heavy vehicles generally predominated in the evening. Therefore, the night vehicle load and
speed information were screened. The results revealed that vehicular loads of 300 kN accounted for 42%
of the total number of vehicles. Moreover, the vehicle speed distribution peak was observed between
40 and 80 km/h. However, because of fewer vehicles at night, the speed is expected to be relatively high.
Therefore, the interval of the driving parameter values was selected to verify the results of the analysis of
the vehicle conditions.

3.3 Selection of Field Monitoring Data
This section combines the statistical analysis of the actual operation of the bridge in Section 3.2 based on

the application method of vehicle load and sets up one group of working conditions, namely 300 kN for a
heavy vehicle traveling at 15 m/s under unobstructed and uniform travel. After the moving load application,
the strain values at the bottom of the middle span were extracted from the cross-section measurement points
along the same bridge length direction of 1/8 span (section A), 1/4 span (section B), 1/2 span (section C),

Figure 10: Surveillance screen

Figure 11: Monthly average daily hourly traffic volume
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3/4 span (section D), and 7/8 span (section E). Finally, the measured strain of the lower edge of the bottom
plate of each section beam close to the corresponding driving belt was obtained, as was the fitting curve from
ABAQUS, as shown in Fig. 12 and Table 6.

(a) The dynamic strain time history curve at 

section A after moving load loading

(b) The dynamic strain time history curve at 

section B after moving load loading

(c) The dynamic strain time history curve at 

section C after moving load loading 

(d) The dynamic strain time history curve at 

section D after moving load loading

(e) The dynamic strain time history curve at section E after moving load loading

Figure 12: Dynamic strain time history curve at the bottom of each monitoring section after moving load
loading
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Comparing the measured and calculated dynamic strain curves at each point of the same cross-section
revealed that the laws of the two are very similar, and the maximum relative error of strain at 1/4L cross-
section, 1/2L cross-section, and 3/4L cross-section were all <10%, which verifies the accuracy of the finite
element model. In addition, the measured maximum strain value was overall smaller than the calculated
theoretical value, which indicates that the overall stress performance of this segmental assembled girder
bridge corresponds to the theoretical prediction, and the health condition of the bridge is good.

Meanwhile, the dynamic strain curves at each cross-section exhibited some regularity when the vehicle
moving load traveling over the bridge at a uniform speed. Comparing the dynamic strain curves at different
cross-sections under the same speed revealed that the regular trend of the dynamic strain time history curve of
the segmental assembled beam bridge in the middle span A section (1/8L) and E section (7/8L) was not as
strong as that of other sections, and the dynamic strain time history curves of the B section (1/4L) and D
section (3/4L) and the dynamic strain time history curves of the C section (at 1/2L) were quite similar.
Therefore, considering the economic cost of similar future engineering applications, dynamic strain
sensors can be installed at 1/4L, 1/2L, and 3/4L to effectively identify the vehicle load.

4 Study on the Response of Segmental Assembled Beams under Overload

In recent years, vehicle overloading has become increasingly serious, emerging as the main factor
behind the deterioration of highway and bridge health. Moreover, long-term overloading leads to
numerous bridge problems, which significantly shortens the bridge service life. Therefore, to further study
the impact of overloaded vehicles on the structure of the segmental bridge, this section takes the design
load as the benchmark, and the findings can provide a theoretical reference for the maintenance
department. Determining the influence of different vehicle overload rates on a segmental assembled
bridge can ensure it is managed more effectively.

4.1 Model Correction

4.1.1 Damage Constitutive Model
To elucidate the impact of vehicle overload on the segmental girder bridge structure, a damage

constitutive model was introduced based on the finite element model. Considering the actual engineering
context and the force behavior of concrete in this paper, the more comprehensive concrete damaged

Table 6: Dynamic strain check of each section

Working condition Measured value Calculated value Relative
error

Time/t Maximum
strain value

Time/t Maximum strain
value

15 m/s vehicle
speed

A cross-section
peak

6.90 3.96 7.03 3.54 0.12

B cross-section
peak

3.60 7.88 3.56 8.10 0.03

C cross-section
peak

4.20 13.96 4.29 14.27 0.02

D cross-section
peak

4.95 7.96 4.99 8.12 0.02

E cross-section
peak

1.50 4.10 1.65 3.62 0.13
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plasticity (CDP) model was chosen to simulate the constitutive model of precast segmental girder
concrete [29].

The stiffness degradation of concrete due to damage mainly manifests as softening of the material due to
tensile yielding and hardening followed by softening due to compressive yielding. Therefore, the stress–
strain relationship of concrete in tension and compression can be, respectively, expressed by Eqs. (2) and
(3) [30].

rt ¼ 1� dtð ÞE0 et � �ePlt
� �

(2)

rC ¼ 1� dCð ÞE0 eC � �ePlC
� �

(3)

where, E0 is linear elastic phase elastic modulus,

�ePlc is compression equivalent plastic strain,

�ePlt is tensile equivalent plastic strain,

dC and dt are compressive and tensile damage factors, respectively.

Therefore, based on the actual application of material parameters, calculation method of the CDP model
parameters above, and recommended specification values, the calculation parameters of the constitutive
model of concrete were obtained, as listed in Table 7.

Table 7: Constitutive calculation parameters of concrete materials

Compressive
strength/MPa

Inelastic
strain/�10�3

Compression
damage factor/dC

Tensile
strength/MPa

Cracking
strain/�10�3

Tensile damage
factor/dt

7.314 0.2032 0.0000 0.408 0.0126 0.0316

21.935 0.6097 0.0001 1.222 0.0377 0.0318

36.400 1.0162 0.0023 2.027 0.0629 0.0341

49.701 1.4226 0.0147 2.773 0.0881 0.0453

58.677 1.8291 0.0558 3.307 0.1132 0.0805

58.406 2.2355 0.1479 3.188 0.1384 0.1833

49.678 2.6420 0.2771 2.502 0.1635 0.3346

39.995 3.0485 0.3962 1.954 0.1887 0.4526

32.171 3.4549 0.4913 1.576 0.2139 0.5381

26.322 3.8614 0.5648 1.315 0.2390 0.6010

21.984 4.2678 0.6217 1.126 0.2642 0.6487

18.720 4.6743 0.6664 0.986 0.2893 0.6859

16.212 5.0808 0.7022 0.878 0.3145 0.7157

14.244 5.4872 0.7314 0.793 0.3397 0.7401

12.669 5.8937 0.7556 0.723 0.3648 0.7604

11.387 6.3001 0.7759 0.666 0.3900 0.7776

10.325 6.7066 0.7932 0.618 0.4151 0.7924

9.435 7.1131 0.8080 0.577 0.4403 0.8052
(Continued)
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4.1.2 Determination of Vehicle Loads
Based on the design information of the target project bridge, the background project bridge can be

categorized as an urban expressway, and the vehicle load level is City-A class. According to the “urban
bridge design load standard” specifications [31], this paper selected the lane load applicable to the overall
bridge structure, resulting in a design standard bridge load of 605 kN.

When the transport vehicle is traveling on the highway, the loading weight of the vehicle exceeds the
rated loading weight, and it is considered overloaded. Due to the complexity of the actual vehicle
working conditions on the road, this paper considered the calculation of vehicle overload for different
overload rates using the following indicators: vehicle full load (based on design load), 10% vehicle
overload, 25% vehicle overload, and 50% vehicle overload on the bridge for the simulation calculations.
Table 8 lists the vehicle weight calculation results under different overload rates.

4.2 Effect of Different Overloading Rates on the Deformation of Main Beams
The calculation in this section was performed to simulate four vehicles driving with different overload

rates on the bridge, as listed in Table 8. The four vehicles were of the same type and same vehicle load
equivalent as the design vehicle load under each working condition. Moreover, different overload rates
were applied. Similarly, the deflection response at the center of the lower edge of the bottom plate of the

Table 7 (continued)

Compressive
strength/MPa

Inelastic
strain/�10�3

Compression
damage factor/dC

Tensile
strength/MPa

Cracking
strain/�10�3

Tensile damage
factor/dt

8.679 7.5195 0.8209 0.542 0.4654 0.8164

8.030 7.9260 0.8322 0.512 0.4906 0.8263

5.658 10.1615 0.8756 0.395 0.6290 0.8652

3.651 14.2261 0.9156 0.288 0.8806 0.9028

2.686 18.2908 0.9361 0.231 1.1322 0.9232

2.121 22.3554 0.9486 0.195 1.3838 0.9361

1.752 26.4200 0.9571 0.171 1.6354 0.9451

1.492 30.4846 0.9631 0.152 1.8870 0.9517

1.299 34.5492 0.9677 0.138 2.1385 0.9568

1.150 38.6138 0.9712 0.127 2.3901 0.9608

1.032 42.6784 0.9741 0.117 2.6417 0.9641

0.935 46.7430 0.9764 0.110 2.8933 0.9669

0.855 50.8077 0.9784 0.103 3.1449 0.9692

0.788 54.8723 0.9800 0.097 3.3965 0.9712

0.731 58.9369 0.9814 0.092 3.6481 0.9729

Table 8: Vehicle weight parameters under different overloading rates (speed 20 m/s)

Design load Overload 10% Overload 25% Overload 50%

Vehicle weight (kN) 605 670 760 910
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midspan cross-section beam for the background engineering bridge under different overload rates was
obtained, as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 and Table 9 reveal that when the heavy vehicle only travels on the bridge deck, the main span
produces upward deflection, and the deflection gradually increases. When the heavy vehicle reaches the
midspan position close to the first span bridge, the midspan upward deflection of the main span peaks at
this moment. When the heavy vehicle travels toward the main span, it produces down torsion, and when
it travels toward the midspan position of the second span bridge, the midspan deflection of the main span
peaks under all moving conditions. The dynamic deflection curve of the main span when the heavy
vehicle leaves the third span is similar to that when passing through the first span, which is a realistic
response, indicating that the calculation results are reliable. Moreover, with the increase in overload rate,
the deflection amplitude increases markedly, and the deflection amplitude reaches 3.28 mm when the
overload across the bridge is 50%. Therefore, with the increase in bridge operation time, an increase in
overloaded vehicles on the road will result in a gradual downward deflection of the main span, resulting
in an increase in beam cracks and a decrease in the overall bearing capacity of the bridge.

4.3 Impact of Overloaded Vehicles on the Structure of Precast Collocated Bridge Base Plates
Because the sections of the bridges of the background project are connected by glued joints, when the

vehicle passes, the beam body will vibrate considerably, which in the long run will cause damage to

Figure 13: When the vehicle speed is 20 m/s, the deflection time history curve of the lower edge of the
center of the main girder bottom plate of the assembled bridge under different overload rates

Table 9: Deflection value of time history analysis under different overloading rates

Speed of vehicle/
(m/s)

Mid-span deflection/(mm)

Amplitude Design load Overload 10% Overload 25% Overload 50%

20 Valley, ymaxj j 2.27 2.41 2.84 3.40

Peak, yminj j 0.36 0.38 0.44 0.53

Deflection
amplitude

2.61 2.62 2.78 3.28
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accumulate in certain areas. Therefore, a dynamic analysis of the weak area is required to elucidate the
influence of overloaded vehicles on the segmental precast assembled girders.

Fig. 14 shows that when the vehicle is moving at a constant speed of 20 m/s on the bridge, the stress
will concentrate at the load position of the moving vehicle on the bridge deck, and the influence range
along the length direction is approximately 25 m. Further, the stress value gradually decreases along the
longitudinal and transverse directions of the segmental precast assembled girder, in keeping with Saint-
Venant’s theory [32].

Due to the discontinuity of the joints and the existence of prestressed tendons, the segmental assembled
beam was affected by shear hysteresis, and the stress was greater at the web close to the bottom plate. In
addition, a large stress concentration was present in block 0 of the segmental precast assembled girder.

Fig. 15 shows the structural damage to the bottom of the beam under different overload rates. Under
traffic overload, concrete damage first appeared near the bottom of the joint of the bottom plate of the

(a) 1/4 span stress cloud image

(b) 1/2 span stress cloud image

Figure 14: Stress cloud image of typical section of sectional bridge (unit: Pa)
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web on both sides of the middle span. With the increase in load, the development of damage along the bridge
was faster than that in the transverse direction of the bridge. This is attributable to the absence of a structural
steel bar on the segmental connecting surface, and only the prestressed steel bar and the key tooth splicing are
present in this section. Therefore, the bending bearing capacity of the splice surface was weak, and when the
concrete of the segmental assembled beam bottom plate was damaged, it was not conspicuous in the glue unit
during this period. This is consistent with the commonly held notion that the bond strength of the contact
surface of the colloid and concrete is higher than the tensile strength of concrete, the failure form of the
specimen is the cohesive failure of concrete, and the joint bond is not cracked [33].

To quantify the concrete damage, the average of the damage factors of all concrete elements on the cross-
section of the beam floor was taken as the cross-section damage factor ds, which was used to express the
cross-section damage, and the expression is shown in Eq. (4) [34]. The distribution of cross-section
damage factors under different overload rates was obtained through numerical simulation, as shown in
Fig. 16.

ds ¼ 1

n

Xn

1

d (4)

where, n is the number of concrete units on the bottom slab of the section. On the definition of the degree of
damage of the cross-section: ds = 0~0.3, moderate damage; ds = 0.3~0.6, severe damage; ds = 0.6~0.9, severe
damage; ds = 0.9~1, complete failure.

Fig. 16 shows that with the increase in the vehicle overload multiplier, the cross-section damage also
rapidly increased. When the vehicle was driven within the design load, no prominent damage to the
middle span of the bridge occurred, indicating that the bridge design meets the requirements. When the

(a) Damage cloud image of mid-span 

concrete of girder bridge with full load

(b) Damage cloud map of mid-span concrete 

of a girder bridge with 10% overload

(c) Damage cloud map of mid-span concrete of a girder bridge with 25% overload

Figure 15: Damage cloud image of mid-span concrete under different overload rates
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vehicle load exceeded 10% of the design load, the damage at the key cross-section position of the bridge
midspan was mild, and the overload rate continued to increase until 25%. At this time, the concrete at the
bottom of the midspan cross-section beam completely fails, and the bridge ceases to be serviceable.

In addition, the maximum damage position of the beam bottom plate is often at the position where the
length of the precast beam section changes and the midspan position, as these sections are in the bending of
the prestressed tendon and the most unfavorable position of stress. Therefore, the concrete damage at these
positions should be strengthened in the subsequent operation and maintenance stage.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the influence of vehicle overload on segmental assembled girder bridges is investigated
using ABAQUS software by considering a rapid viaduct project. The main conclusions are as follows:

1) The finite element modeling method is accurate by comparing with on-site measured data, and it is
suitable for the numerical simulation of segmental girder bridges. The vehicle load was simplified as
a moving pressure load and applied to the bridge contact surface as an equivalent rectangular load,
and the internal function time and traveling speed as well as vehicle load were used to quickly
represent various vehicles over the bridge simulation.

2) Dynamic sensors installed at 1/4L, 1/2L, and 3/4L of the segmental girder main beams could be used
to identify the dynamic response of segmental girder bridges. When a heavy vehicle is driven to the
middle position of the main span, the middle deflection of the main span is the maximum dynamic
deflection under all moving conditions, and with the increase in the overload rate, the deflection
increases markedly. Additionally, the downward deflection of the main span increases cracks in
the beam body and decreases the overall bearing capacity of the bridge.

3) The bottom plate of the segmental girder bridge is mostly damaged at the position where the length
of the precast beam section changes and the midspan position. With the increase in load, damage in
the direction of the bridge develops faster than that in the direction of the transverse bridge. When
the overload rate reaches 10% of the design load, concrete damage begins to occur first near the
bottom of the joints of the bottom plate at the web on both sides of the midspan. When the
overload rate reaches 25% of the design load, the concrete at the bottom of the midspan section
beam completely fails.

Although this paper discusses the impact of overloaded vehicles under different overloading rates on the
structural damage to the bridge based on the finite element model, further research is required to analyze the
operational status of the segmental assembled bridge based on long-term health monitoring data to provide
more reasonable recommendations to bridge management and maintenance departments.

Figure 16: Damage factor distribution of mid-span floor
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